
Products Report
This is a sample report showing how Doddle Report works

                Report Generated: 5/17/2023 2:56:13 PM
                Total Products: 200
                Total Orders: 102852
                Total Sales: $20,570,400.00

Name Description Price Order Count

Last P
urchase

U
nits In S

tock

Low
 S

tock

Product1 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$65.94 158 7/5/2025 551 No

Product2 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$23.56 70 9/16/2023 592 No

Product3 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$90.97 467 6/13/2025 209 Yes

Product4 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$26.00 581 10/29/2024 980 No

Product5 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$76.35 54 7/8/2024 844 No

Product6 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$79.11 501 4/20/2024 682 No

Product7 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$53.52 854 11/27/2024 102 Yes

http://doddlereport.azurewebsites.net/Products/Index/1
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Products Report
This is a sample report showing how Doddle Report works

                Report Generated: 5/17/2023 2:56:13 PM
                Total Products: 200
                Total Orders: 102852
                Total Sales: $20,570,400.00

Name Description Price Order Count

Last P
urchase

U
nits In S

tock

Low
 S

tock

Product8 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$72.95 38 12/8/2024 917 No

Product9 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$1.11 673 7/23/2023 590 No

Product10 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$15.58 790 4/13/2025 673 No

Product11 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$1.88 272 10/19/2025 369 No

Product12 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$82.33 78 5/20/2024 33 Yes

Product13 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$87.82 8 5/7/2024 920 No

Product14 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$8.59 388 8/14/2023 158 Yes

http://doddlereport.azurewebsites.net/Products/Index/8
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Products Report
This is a sample report showing how Doddle Report works

                Report Generated: 5/17/2023 2:56:13 PM
                Total Products: 200
                Total Orders: 102852
                Total Sales: $20,570,400.00

Name Description Price Order Count

Last P
urchase

U
nits In S

tock

Low
 S

tock

Product15 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$81.86 98 6/2/2023 381 No

Product16 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$50.98 20 9/26/2025 870 No

Product17 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$89.56 840 12/1/2023 586 No

Product18 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$51.39 940 8/18/2025 972 No

Product19 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$35.71 744 8/19/2025 518 No

Product20 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$61.48 970 9/22/2025 456 No

Product21 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$48.47 526 12/27/2023 720 No

http://doddlereport.azurewebsites.net/Products/Index/15
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Products Report
This is a sample report showing how Doddle Report works

                Report Generated: 5/17/2023 2:56:13 PM
                Total Products: 200
                Total Orders: 102852
                Total Sales: $20,570,400.00

Name Description Price Order Count

Last P
urchase

U
nits In S

tock

Low
 S

tock

Product22 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$68.20 650 8/25/2025 622 No

Product23 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$58.39 909 6/27/2025 57 Yes

Product24 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$77.45 315 10/28/2023 998 No

Product25 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$40.93 15 9/1/2024 982 No

Product26 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$88.01 782 10/18/2024 937 No

Product27 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$18.41 383 11/30/2024 341 No

Product28 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$56.25 570 11/10/2024 847 No
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Products Report
This is a sample report showing how Doddle Report works

                Report Generated: 5/17/2023 2:56:13 PM
                Total Products: 200
                Total Orders: 102852
                Total Sales: $20,570,400.00

Name Description Price Order Count

Last P
urchase

U
nits In S

tock

Low
 S

tock

Product29 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$23.92 559 10/29/2025 983 No

Product30 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$79.59 142 11/21/2023 244 Yes

Product31 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$0.92 575 5/20/2023 604 No

Product32 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$16.88 767 12/1/2023 41 Yes

Product33 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$57.99 827 9/3/2023 599 No

Product34 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$49.69 876 12/13/2024 702 No

Product35 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$0.66 287 11/3/2024 298 Yes

http://doddlereport.azurewebsites.net/Products/Index/29
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Products Report
This is a sample report showing how Doddle Report works

                Report Generated: 5/17/2023 2:56:13 PM
                Total Products: 200
                Total Orders: 102852
                Total Sales: $20,570,400.00

Name Description Price Order Count

Last P
urchase

U
nits In S

tock

Low
 S

tock

Product36 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$8.72 489 7/16/2023 13 Yes

Product37 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$36.60 924 8/12/2025 214 Yes

Product38 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$41.92 180 12/5/2023 266 Yes

Product39 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$82.65 228 1/14/2026 304 No

Product40 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$77.95 915 6/23/2025 416 No

Product41 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$18.57 522 6/16/2025 735 No

Product42 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$46.10 943 5/2/2024 362 No

http://doddlereport.azurewebsites.net/Products/Index/36
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Products Report
This is a sample report showing how Doddle Report works

                Report Generated: 5/17/2023 2:56:13 PM
                Total Products: 200
                Total Orders: 102852
                Total Sales: $20,570,400.00

Name Description Price Order Count

Last P
urchase

U
nits In S

tock

Low
 S

tock

Product43 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$98.38 194 1/17/2026 508 No

Product44 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$60.59 890 10/21/2023 519 No

Product45 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$51.54 989 1/10/2024 244 Yes

Product46 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$94.91 983 1/28/2025 398 No

Product47 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$62.46 842 6/27/2025 268 Yes

Product48 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$90.30 271 11/24/2025 90 Yes

Product49 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$51.85 119 9/6/2023 564 No

http://doddlereport.azurewebsites.net/Products/Index/43
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Products Report
This is a sample report showing how Doddle Report works

                Report Generated: 5/17/2023 2:56:13 PM
                Total Products: 200
                Total Orders: 102852
                Total Sales: $20,570,400.00

Name Description Price Order Count

Last P
urchase

U
nits In S

tock

Low
 S

tock

Product50 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$72.77 325 11/19/2024 421 No

Product51 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$57.30 455 1/2/2024 224 Yes

Product52 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$20.45 693 3/8/2025 935 No

Product53 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$7.13 453 7/13/2025 789 No

Product54 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$67.72 523 8/26/2024 201 Yes

Product55 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$90.03 363 9/4/2023 618 No

Product56 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$17.11 82 8/18/2024 711 No
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Products Report
This is a sample report showing how Doddle Report works

                Report Generated: 5/17/2023 2:56:13 PM
                Total Products: 200
                Total Orders: 102852
                Total Sales: $20,570,400.00

Name Description Price Order Count

Last P
urchase

U
nits In S

tock

Low
 S

tock

Product57 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$27.22 885 1/31/2026 486 No

Product58 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$77.85 592 7/16/2025 190 Yes

Product59 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$43.72 816 3/18/2025 493 No

Product60 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$75.32 397 11/27/2023 930 No

Product61 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$18.16 837 11/29/2023 448 No

Product62 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$48.31 132 7/3/2024 994 No

Product63 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$65.21 910 3/11/2025 364 No

http://doddlereport.azurewebsites.net/Products/Index/57
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Products Report
This is a sample report showing how Doddle Report works

                Report Generated: 5/17/2023 2:56:13 PM
                Total Products: 200
                Total Orders: 102852
                Total Sales: $20,570,400.00

Name Description Price Order Count

Last P
urchase

U
nits In S

tock

Low
 S

tock

Product64 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$21.45 934 1/22/2024 490 No

Product65 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$99.56 518 12/24/2025 318 No

Product66 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$70.33 174 10/21/2023 478 No

Product67 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$66.22 598 5/3/2024 860 No

Product68 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$85.21 974 8/7/2024 502 No

Product69 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$16.86 179 7/26/2024 333 No

Product70 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$88.61 10 12/31/2023 139 Yes

http://doddlereport.azurewebsites.net/Products/Index/64
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Products Report
This is a sample report showing how Doddle Report works

                Report Generated: 5/17/2023 2:56:13 PM
                Total Products: 200
                Total Orders: 102852
                Total Sales: $20,570,400.00

Name Description Price Order Count

Last P
urchase

U
nits In S

tock

Low
 S

tock

Product71 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$47.18 995 8/27/2025 867 No

Product72 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$92.83 427 1/16/2026 503 No

Product73 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$56.55 181 9/26/2024 234 Yes

Product74 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$44.52 875 12/30/2023 6 Yes

Product75 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$68.01 718 7/11/2025 884 No

Product76 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$77.99 553 10/6/2023 677 No

Product77 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$46.18 161 11/29/2023 34 Yes

http://doddlereport.azurewebsites.net/Products/Index/71
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Products Report
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                Report Generated: 5/17/2023 2:56:13 PM
                Total Products: 200
                Total Orders: 102852
                Total Sales: $20,570,400.00

Name Description Price Order Count

Last P
urchase

U
nits In S

tock

Low
 S

tock

Product78 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$49.73 917 1/9/2025 984 No

Product79 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$29.00 812 9/10/2025 707 No

Product80 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$34.09 289 11/17/2024 235 Yes

Product81 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$62.27 849 3/7/2024 670 No

Product82 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$47.61 214 7/13/2023 293 Yes

Product83 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$95.22 430 2/28/2025 167 Yes

Product84 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$22.41 344 5/10/2024 918 No

http://doddlereport.azurewebsites.net/Products/Index/78
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                Report Generated: 5/17/2023 2:56:13 PM
                Total Products: 200
                Total Orders: 102852
                Total Sales: $20,570,400.00

Name Description Price Order Count

Last P
urchase

U
nits In S

tock

Low
 S

tock

Product85 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$85.31 155 6/26/2024 766 No

Product86 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$23.10 941 5/22/2023 648 No

Product87 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$57.78 513 12/16/2025 632 No

Product88 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$2.84 519 3/12/2025 390 No

Product89 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$16.81 551 2/2/2024 930 No

Product90 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$25.78 472 12/4/2023 247 Yes

Product91 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$10.40 903 8/7/2023 67 Yes

http://doddlereport.azurewebsites.net/Products/Index/85
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                Report Generated: 5/17/2023 2:56:13 PM
                Total Products: 200
                Total Orders: 102852
                Total Sales: $20,570,400.00

Name Description Price Order Count

Last P
urchase

U
nits In S

tock
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 S

tock

Product92 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$26.34 436 6/15/2025 945 No

Product93 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$45.32 928 9/17/2025 184 Yes

Product94 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$88.30 783 5/21/2023 681 No

Product95 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$84.37 646 8/17/2023 962 No

Product96 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$27.01 425 2/5/2024 432 No

Product97 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$76.44 262 2/9/2026 672 No

Product98 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$8.24 429 3/7/2025 380 No

http://doddlereport.azurewebsites.net/Products/Index/92
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                Report Generated: 5/17/2023 2:56:13 PM
                Total Products: 200
                Total Orders: 102852
                Total Sales: $20,570,400.00

Name Description Price Order Count

Last P
urchase

U
nits In S

tock
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 S

tock

Product99 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$95.41 158 3/9/2025 327 No

Product100 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$85.86 938 6/4/2024 141 Yes

Product101 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$75.26 998 11/12/2023 99 Yes

Product102 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$66.55 480 10/5/2024 384 No

Product103 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$54.74 580 8/11/2023 610 No

Product104 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$37.96 239 1/18/2026 678 No

Product105 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$63.85 650 3/14/2024 0 Yes

http://doddlereport.azurewebsites.net/Products/Index/99
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                Report Generated: 5/17/2023 2:56:13 PM
                Total Products: 200
                Total Orders: 102852
                Total Sales: $20,570,400.00

Name Description Price Order Count
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 S

tock

Product106 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$43.64 88 9/26/2025 23 Yes

Product107 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$26.76 473 1/2/2024 724 No

Product108 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$12.11 676 8/16/2025 905 No

Product109 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$26.19 950 12/13/2023 271 Yes

Product110 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$24.60 164 6/21/2025 283 Yes

Product111 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$75.48 615 9/19/2023 502 No

Product112 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$34.25 49 5/18/2023 714 No
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                Total Products: 200
                Total Orders: 102852
                Total Sales: $20,570,400.00

Name Description Price Order Count
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Product113 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$18.13 983 4/5/2025 208 Yes

Product114 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$63.57 384 4/21/2025 664 No

Product115 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$13.50 155 8/26/2025 191 Yes

Product116 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$24.99 783 2/4/2024 871 No

Product117 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$75.73 181 4/30/2024 428 No

Product118 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$2.89 705 7/22/2024 473 No

Product119 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$88.35 19 1/17/2024 821 No
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                Total Products: 200
                Total Orders: 102852
                Total Sales: $20,570,400.00
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Product120 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$96.31 361 3/28/2025 217 Yes

Product121 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$47.22 515 11/9/2024 137 Yes

Product122 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$98.69 614 2/10/2024 877 No

Product123 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$24.58 545 9/30/2023 90 Yes

Product124 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$33.23 574 6/19/2023 971 No

Product125 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$35.19 253 5/30/2025 160 Yes

Product126 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$70.08 572 4/2/2025 475 No
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                Total Sales: $20,570,400.00
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Product127 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$55.10 215 4/5/2024 616 No

Product128 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$13.84 883 4/17/2025 773 No

Product129 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$47.39 614 5/5/2025 733 No

Product130 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$24.07 125 10/17/2025 142 Yes

Product131 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$91.21 471 11/15/2023 483 No

Product132 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$56.92 341 10/5/2023 308 No

Product133 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$98.55 274 8/28/2024 709 No
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Product134 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$61.66 520 10/14/2024 899 No

Product135 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$82.99 67 12/23/2024 771 No

Product136 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$28.98 652 5/25/2025 361 No

Product137 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$84.44 362 1/22/2025 717 No

Product138 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$85.49 299 5/16/2025 225 Yes

Product139 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$36.97 602 1/20/2024 229 Yes

Product140 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$38.99 202 11/8/2025 209 Yes

http://doddlereport.azurewebsites.net/Products/Index/134
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                Total Sales: $20,570,400.00
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Product141 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$7.42 16 2/5/2025 863 No

Product142 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$41.47 992 10/21/2023 953 No

Product143 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$9.79 820 11/6/2025 173 Yes

Product144 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$53.95 113 9/15/2025 259 Yes

Product145 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$73.24 821 2/13/2025 206 Yes

Product146 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$72.51 423 8/12/2024 685 No

Product147 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$54.43 243 4/20/2024 14 Yes
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                Total Orders: 102852
                Total Sales: $20,570,400.00
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Product148 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$27.16 287 10/7/2024 627 No

Product149 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$16.11 377 4/12/2025 273 Yes

Product150 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$2.20 875 12/19/2025 852 No

Product151 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$20.60 663 1/25/2025 34 Yes

Product152 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$39.58 557 4/2/2025 256 Yes

Product153 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$74.91 989 9/24/2024 568 No

Product154 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$56.41 700 9/11/2024 650 No
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                Total Sales: $20,570,400.00
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Product155 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$56.21 945 3/31/2024 171 Yes

Product156 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$65.25 142 3/28/2025 810 No

Product157 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$31.10 276 5/29/2023 162 Yes

Product158 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$41.60 579 1/9/2024 856 No

Product159 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$87.39 786 5/17/2023 61 Yes

Product160 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$80.41 419 3/1/2024 987 No

Product161 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$55.68 82 2/6/2024 281 Yes
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Product162 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$79.07 940 7/18/2023 460 No

Product163 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$89.35 46 4/27/2025 76 Yes

Product164 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$55.60 775 12/2/2023 63 Yes

Product165 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$98.15 809 5/9/2025 118 Yes

Product166 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$54.48 524 9/3/2025 170 Yes

Product167 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$75.25 639 4/10/2025 777 No

Product168 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$69.99 422 9/9/2025 142 Yes
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Product169 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$65.54 332 1/20/2025 569 No

Product170 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$87.70 399 6/5/2023 370 No

Product171 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$21.41 551 2/9/2024 369 No

Product172 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$86.75 160 3/12/2024 98 Yes

Product173 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$58.65 936 8/5/2023 994 No

Product174 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$69.59 171 8/1/2024 32 Yes

Product175 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$24.23 95 10/27/2024 150 Yes
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Product176 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$24.56 285 6/15/2025 471 No

Product177 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$20.02 569 7/11/2024 223 Yes

Product178 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$16.12 630 11/19/2023 581 No

Product179 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$78.99 353 11/6/2025 993 No

Product180 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$25.57 471 3/14/2024 591 No

Product181 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$33.90 596 11/24/2023 763 No

Product182 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$34.19 851 8/5/2024 484 No
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Product183 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$88.98 582 4/8/2024 781 No

Product184 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$87.05 868 9/18/2023 928 No

Product185 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$79.04 797 11/2/2023 298 Yes

Product186 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$73.91 77 12/8/2025 956 No

Product187 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$75.02 498 12/7/2023 342 No

Product188 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$26.64 448 7/1/2025 771 No

Product189 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$79.29 937 8/5/2025 648 No
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Product190 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$9.40 997 9/23/2023 348 No

Product191 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$12.23 937 4/15/2024 579 No

Product192 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$30.31 404 4/27/2025 921 No

Product193 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$22.84 975 12/6/2023 458 No

Product194 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$30.20 4 9/15/2025 261 Yes

Product195 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$65.98 235 5/30/2023 843 No

Product196 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$64.70 103 12/20/2023 440 No
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Product197 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$80.52 556 1/29/2026 932 No

Product198 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$5.69 475 8/28/2025 792 No

Product199 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$66.79 820 11/9/2023 801 No

Product200 This is an
example
description
showing long text
in some of the
items. Here is
some UTF text €

$74.30 357 2/27/2025 345 No

$10,384.30
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